• IRAC on Spitzer covers bands sensitive to disks (Class II YSOs) and envelopes (Class I). • 3 to 8 µm, with bands centered at 3.6, 4.5, 5.8 and 8.0 µm. Data from 4 clusters with properties "between" those of Taurus and Orion: S140, S171. Cepheus C and NGC 7129 Megeath, S. T. et al. 2004, ApjS, 154, 367) • Cluster around (0,0) background/foreground stars and Class III sources with no IR excess. • Cluster around (0.9,0.4) within blue box corresponding to modeled Class II (disk) data (yay!) • Scattered results (kind of) around the Class I (envelope) models (yay. but not as loud as the last yay).
